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Gilbert Hage doesn't
like to give interviews.

The series' public life



Lisa Golden

|

The Daily Star

BEIRUT: Gilbert Hage doesn’t like to give interviews. The

began with Hage's 2004
show of eight portraits.

photographer wants to hear people’s raw responses to his work,
without preempting anything. Fair enough, but hearing an artist’s

Working on the same

perspective can be important. Audiences must always make up

subject, in the same
way, from 2003 to 2017
is probably enough time
to consider your idea

...

their own minds.

WHAT TO DO?“Ici et Maintenant – Here and Now” is an exhibition
of 99 portraits of young people – all in their 20s and 30s, almost all
university students and former students, at the time – from across

Related Articles

Lebanon. Taken between 2003 and 2017, these 230 x 275
centimeter images are projected upon the walls from nine

Change your

projectors in the silent darkness of Mar Mikhael’s Galerie Tanit.

perspective at
PhotoMed

There are no names, dates, ages, nothing to indicate any of the
individuals’ biographical details.
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The series’ public life began with Hage’s 2004 show of eight
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portraits. He said at the time he would aim for 1,000 – perhaps
more an indicator of a large number than a specific number. The
culmination of the work is a “restricted” selection of 99 from the

...
More from

Lisa Golden

thousandodd portraits he has taken.

Working on the same subject, in the same way, from 2003 to 2017
is probably enough time to consider your idea many times over, so
Hage must be pretty sure about what he wants to say. It’s also
enough time to create a “sample” large enough to make a point.

Pictures of the day
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What exactly is his point?
EDITORIAL CARTOONS

Hage’s big, deadpan portraits are as engaging, challenging and
Syrian kids left in the
cold as NGO closes

thoughtprovoking as their installation is immersive. Every face, its

Next

centers

geography, its glance, raises many questions.

Change your

WHERE AND WHEN? Hage’s work raises obvious questions about

perspective at

Previous

notions of “here and now.” There is a strong sense of these young

PhotoMed

people’s presence as their images are shown before us, but what
Diving into Photomed
Liban 2017

was the “here” of Lebanon when they sat for their portrait. What
did it mean to them?

...

What exactly does “here” mean to viewers in Lebanon? How are
we influenced by the visual iconography and the overall context of

Entities

promote, to commemorate and venerate, and are socially,

People

STAY CONNECTED

“here”? Enormous portraits are usually used to advertise, to











politically, religiously loaded. Hage’s images seem neutral, but are

Countries

they any less loaded? What sort of dialogue do Hage’s images
Educational Institutes

create with those other portraits?
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In a “here” outside Lebanon, what impact does place have on the
viewer? Would audiences elsewhere be surprised by the faces

Mar 23, 2017

World

Britain names 'ISIS soldier' who
attacked Parliament

before them? Does the work challenge ideas of the “there” of
Lebanon for those abroad? Does it challenge ideas of the distance
Advertisement

between wherever “here” is and “there,” particularly at this time of
travel bans and rising populism?
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We can forgive ourselves for a little
corruption here and there: Geagea

The work also raises questions about “now.” The images were
taken over more than a decade but who could tell? Who could say
which was first or last, or guess the chronology from the earliest
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Middle East

Syrian army prepares counterattack
ahead of talks

image to the most recent? What does that alone say?

Significant events have moved across the face of Lebanon since
2003, the 2006 war for instance. What were those young people
thinking about the future as Hage pressed the shutter? What is
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One man killed, two wounded in Ain
alHilweh clashes

“now” for them today? As more decades pass, how will we view
these photos in a future “now”?
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British police identify Parliament

STARING AND STEREOTYPES As we gaze at these portraits, we

attacker as Khalid Masood

project our questions and ideas onto their anonymous faces,
scrutinizing every detail, searching for clues about their identity.
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Draft marriage age law headed for

They are inviting yet, at this scale, also somehow intimidating. We
stare at them, and they stare back, in an almost equally
interrogating way. While formally emulating the passport photo,
they are the opposite of passportsized – opposed, too, to the
cellphonesized selfies that represent everything Hage seeks to
absent.

Parliament

What are these young people asking us? Do they ask viewers who
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we are to judge or to bring our preconceived ideas about them,
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create our own narratives about them, push our perhaps
stereotyped ideas onto them?

Much photographic work has been done on ideas of identity and
subcultures. Take the enormous catalogue of images photographer
Ari Versluis and profiler Ellie Uyttenbroek have amassed for their

Today's Paper

“Exactitudes” project – capturing “groups” of people in different
places across the world, reminding us that the subculture we
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identify with has an enormous impact on how we dress and look
View our epaper »

and the identity we assume, often transcending notions of ethnicity.
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In a 2004 article in Bidoun magazine about the first iteration of “Ici
et Maintenant,” Hage was quoted as saying, “What is ‘Lebanese
culture’? That’s precisely my problem. That’s the project. ... It’s a
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melange, a blend of elements. It varies from individual to individual.
... It’s a part of globalization that the West doesn’t know, or refuses
to know or doesn’t have the chance to know. If you know Lebanon

David Ignatius
Mattis, Tillerson: secretaries of

through the media only, it’s not the real Lebanon.”

stabilization

Do these young people’s identities mingle with global culture and
subcultures or do they perceive themselves in terms of their
nationality, village or sectarian affiliation? If you didn’t know they

Fareed Zakaria
Retreat at MaraLago: Passing the

were from Lebanon, could you tell? Are people so different the

baton to China

world over?

ID, PLEASE Hage’s work, including this series, is heavily influenced

Advertisement

by the Dusseldorf School of Photography, characterized by its often
serial, deadpan, documentarystyle approach.

In a 2004 interview in Influence magazine, Thomas Ruff, a key
photographer in the Dusseldorf school, said of his own portrait
series: “When I started making the portraits in 1981, my friends and
I were very curious about what might happen in 1984, Orwell’s year.
...

“There were a lot of controls placed on daily life, and we were
often required to produce our passports for inspection. ... I wanted
to do a kind of official portrait of my generation. I wanted the
photographs to look like those in passports, but without any other
information, such as the subject’s address, religion, profession or
prior convictions. I didn’t want the police/viewer to get any
information about us.”
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Hage’s series can’t not be in dialogue with Ruff’s work. Whether
Hage’s motives were similar or different from Ruff’s, Orwellian

25 friends like this

notions and questions of surveillance and control are perhaps no
less important today than previously.

As for the many other questions this show provokes – for those
too, you’ll have to see the work and decide for yourself.

“Ici et Maintenant” is up at Galerie Tanit through April 1. See

The Daily Star - Leb…

www.galerietanit.com.
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A version of this article appeared in the print edition of The Daily Star on
March 23, 2017, on page 16.
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